
Lecture 4  
Ancient Astronomy 



1. Ancient cultures 
 

 Babylon 
 Egypt 
 Stonehenge 
 China 

 

2. Greek astronomy 
 

 Geocentric universe 
 Celestial sphere   
 Ptolemy’s Almagest 

 

3. The beginning of modern astronomy (next lecture) 
 

 Copernicus – sun-centered universe 
 Tycho Brahe – naked eye observing  
 Johannes Kepler – modeling the solar system  
 Galileo – the invention of telescope & discoveries 
  

The History of Astronomy 

Objectives: 
To survey some notable figures 
in pre-telescopic, telescopic, and 
modern astronomy 

To explain some of the advances 
that changed our view and 
understanding of the universe 

To place our current 
understanding of the universe in 
a historical context 



•  Ancient peoples naturally looked at night sky and 
wondered about it:  
–  Moon went through changes (phases marked months) 
–  Stars – arranged into constellations 
–  Wandering stars (planets) - Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, 

Saturn 

Ancient (archeo) astronomy 



Planets Known in Ancient Times 

•  Mercury  
— difficult to see; always 

close to Sun in sky 

•  Venus  
— very bright when visible 

in morning or evening 
•  Mars  

— noticeably red 
•  Jupiter  

— very bright 
•  Saturn  

— moderately bright 



The beginnings of astronomy 

• The origins of astronomy are found in the 
ancient kingdoms of Assyria and Babylon 

•  Earliest star catalogs - 1200 BC 
•  Recognized periodic astronomical phenomena and 
apply mathematics to make predictions. 
•  Calculated the variation in the length of daylight  
•  Centuries of observations recorded in tablets - 
catalogues of stars and constellations 
•  Predicted risings and the settings of the planets 

A Babylonian almanac (above); 
a chart of constellations (below)  



What did ancient civilizations 
achieve in astronomy? 

•  Daily timekeeping  
•  Tracking the seasons, creating calendars 
•  Monitoring lunar phases 
•  Monitoring planets and star motions 
•  Predicting eclipses 



How did astronomical observations 
benefit ancient societies? 

•  Kept track of time and seasons 
- for practical purposes, including agriculture 
- for religious and ceremonial purposes 

•  Aided navigation 
- Altitude of pole star equals latitude 



Ancient Egypt 
•  Egyptian astronomy (c. 2000 BC) 

–  used seasons to predict Nile floods 
–  oriented pyramids astronomically 
–  division of day into 24 hours 
–  obelisk shadows told time of day. 
–  developed year of 365 days 



Stonehenge (England) 
•  Very early (1600 BC) “observatory” 
•  2 stone circles, 80 stones, 5 to 50 tons each! 
•  Alignment of stones used to predict rising & 

setting of astronomical bodies (Sun & Moon) 
•  Alignment of stones gave position of sunrise on 

Vernal Equinox 
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Stonehenge (England) 



Ancient Chinese astronomy 

Chinese: 
 

–  tracked Sun thru constellations 
–  noted any changes in sky 

(“new” stars) 
–  earliest known records of 

supernova explosions      
(1400 B.C.) 

An ancient Chinese star chart  "On the 7th day of the month, a big new star 
appeared in the company of the Ho star."  
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Anasazi “Sun Dagger” pierces center 
of spiral to mark summer solstice – 
determined seasons 

Ancient American astronomy 

American Indians in Arizona 
drew a supernova in 1054 
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What have we learned? 

Begin 3 minute review
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What have we learned? 

How did astronomical observations benefit ancient 
societies? 
 

     Keeping track of time and seasons 
     Aid to navigation 
 

What did ancient civilizations achieve in astronomy? 
 

     Tell the time of day and year 
     Track cycles of the Moon 
     Observe planets and stars 
     Many ancient structures aided in astronomical observations. 
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The science of astronomy begins 

•  Our scientific heritage originated with the civilizations 
of the Middle East. 

•  The ancient Greeks were first to adopt a scientific 
approach to astronomy. 



Greek astronomy 
 (600 BC - AD 150) 

  
•  Earth –centered, geocentric 

“universe” 
•  Earth “obviously” a motionless 

sphere 
•  7 wanderers (planets, moon, 

Sun) went around the Earth in 
“perfect” circles 

•  Heavens must be “perfect”; 
objects move on perfect 
spheres or in perfect circles. 



Greek Astronomy 

Celestial sphere  
•  spherical Earth in an 

imaginary hollow sphere we 
looked up at 

•  they believed stars were 
attached to celestial sphere 
and carried around Earth 



1.  They tried to explain patterns in 
nature without resorting to myth 
or the supernatural.  

2.  Greeks were the first people known 
to synthesize models of nature 
based on observations. 

3.  Reasoned from observations; used 
math to describe phenomena 

Greek geocentric model (c. 400 B.C.) 

Why does modern science trace its 
roots to the Greeks? 



Greek astronomy 

Aristotle (384-322 BC) believed in spherical 
Earth due to observations of: 

•  Shadow of Earth on Moon during eclipses 
•  Ships gradually disappearing over horizon 

Aristarchus (312 - 230 B.C.) 
•  Determined distances from Earth to Moon, Sun 

• Sun more distant than moon 
• Sun many times larger than Moon 

•  Proposed heliocentric (Sun-centered) model 
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Finding relative distances & sizes of Earth, Moon, Sun 

•  When Moon is half full, angle M-E-S is 
almost 90 degrees due to Sun’s great 
distance 

•  Measuring angle M-E-S will give the ratio 
of the Earth-Moon distance EM to the 
Earth-Sun distance ES (EM/ES) 

•  Aristarchus angle of 87 degrees gave ratio 
of ~ 1/20. Actual angle is 89 degrees, 50 
minutes, giving actual value of 1/400. 

•  If the Sun is 400 times further away from 
the Earth than the Moon but appears 
equal in size, it must be 400 times larger 

Image credits: www.astro.cornell.edu 



Eratosthenes (276 - 194 B.C.) 
Measured circumference of Earth! 

–  Measured angle of noonday Sun in 2 cities in 240 BC 
–  Measured angles differ by 7° ( 1/50 of circle) 
–  Circumference of earth = 50 x distance between cities 
–  Distance between cities = 5000 stadia 
–  Circumference = 250,000 stadia  
–  1 stadia = 1/6 km 
–  C = 250,000 / 6 = 40,000 km 
–  Very close to modern figure! 



What was so mysterious about the 
movement of planets in our sky? 

•  Planets usually move slightly eastward from night to night relative 
to the stars.  

•  But, sometimes they go westward relative to the stars for a few 
weeks: apparent “retrograde” motion. 
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We see apparent retrograde motion when 
we pass by a planet in its orbit. 

Review: Over a period of 10 weeks, Mars appears to stop, back 
up, then go forward again. 



Explaining Apparent Retrograde Motion 
•  Easy for us to explain: we “lap” another planet as we go around Sun. 
•  Very difficult to explain if you think that Earth is the center of the universe! 

•   Ancients considered but rejected correct 
explanation (Sun-centered solar system) 
•  They didn’t believe the Earth was moving 
because they couldn’t see annual motions of 
the stars (stellar parallax). 
•   The stars are so far away parallax was 
undetectable to them. 



Claudius Ptolemy (90-160 AD) 

•  Consolidated & documented Greek 
geocentric model of sky 

•  Thirteen books describing:  
–  Motions of Sun & Moon, eclipses 
–  Planets in circular orbits around earth 
–  Stars circle Earth on celestial sphere 

•  Became authoritative summary of 
astronomy; accurate enough to be 
unquestioned for 1,500 years! 

•  Arabic translation of Ptolemy’s work 
named Almagest 



How did the Ptolemaic model 
explain retrograde motion? 

It used “epicycles” revolving on “deferents”… 
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•  Planets really do go backward in 
this model. 
•  It worked…well, sort of… 

How did the Ptolemaic model 
explain retrograde motion? 



How did Islamic scientists preserve 
and extend Greek science? 

•   During Dark Ages (8th – 14th centuries), Islamic 
scientists preserved and extended the scientific 
knowledge of the Greeks. 

•   Time-keeping, navigation by stars, algebra, 
development of the sextant and astrolabe, even a 
large observatory were invented or improved 

•   In the 1400s, scholars translated Islamic 
works into Latin that that helped start the 
European Renaissance. 
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What have we learned? 

Begin 3 minute review
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What have we learned? 
Why does modern science trace its roots to the Greeks? 

 They developed models of nature and emphasized that 
 the predictions of models should agree with  observations. 

 

How did the Greeks explain planetary motion? 

 The Ptolemaic model had each planet move on a small 
 circle whose center moves around Earth on a larger circle. 

 

How was Greek knowledge preserved through history? 
 During the Dark Ages, Islamic scientists preserved and 
 extended Greek science, later helping to start the European 
 Renaissance 
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Think/Pair/Share 

A.  Ancient people had little technology but used sound 
principles to determine basic astronomical concepts. 

B.  Ancient peoples used only superstition and mythology 
to explain the sky. 

C.  Ancient people really didn’t worry much about the sky. 
D.  Ancient people knew nearly as much about the sky as 

we do today! 

Which statement best describes ancient astronomy? 
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Which statement best describes ancient astronomy? 

Think/Pair/Share 

A.  Ancient people had little technology but used sound 
principles to determine basic astronomical concepts. 

B.  Ancient peoples used only superstition and mythology 
to explain the sky. 

C.  Ancient people really didn’t worry much about the sky. 
D.  Ancient people knew nearly as much about the sky as 

we do today! 


